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I. INTRODUCTION
A proper and precise understanding of the processes induced by neutrino interactions is required in the analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments. For instance, at intermediate energies, above 0.5 GeV, one pion production becomes relevant. Most of the theoretical models for this reaction assume the dominance of ∆(1232) resonance mechanism [1, 2, 3, 4] , but others also include background terms [5, 6, 7, 8] . Above these energies new baryonic resonances can be excited, the first of these resonances being the Roper N * (1440) which has a sizable decay into a scalar pion pair and it is very wide. However, the ∆ does not couple to two pions in s-wave and thus it is not relevant at energies where only slow pions are produced.
There exist very few attempts to measure the two pion production induced by neutrinos and antineutrinos. Experiments done at ANL [9, 10] and BNL [11] investigated the two pion production processes, in order to test the predictions of chiral symmetry. Biswas et al. [12] used PCAC and current algebra methods to calculate the threshold production of two pions. Adjei et al. [13] made specific predictions using an effective Lagrangian incorporating chiral symmetry. However, these models did not include any resonance production, as we do. Furthermore we use an expansion of the chiral Lagrangian that includes terms up to O(1/f 3 π ), while Adjei et al. kept only terms up to O(1/f 2 π ). More detailed discussions can be found in Ref. [14] .
II. PION PRODUCTION MODEL
We will focus on the neutrino-pion production reaction off the nucleon driven by charged currents,
For the derivation of the hadronic current we use the effective Lagrangian given by the SU (2) non-linear σ model. This model [6] provides us with expressions for the non-resonant hadronic currents that couple with the lepton current, in terms of the first sixteen Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 .
We also include the two mechanisms depicted in the bottom of Fig.1 , which account for the Roper production and its decay into two pions in a s-wave isoscalar state. The coupling of the Roper to the charged weak current is written in terms of the current
which is the most general form compatible with conservation of the vector current. The G T term does not need to vanish; however, most analyses neglect its contribution and we shall do so here. The form factors
N * N * can be related to the isovector part of the electromagnetic (EM) form factors. We have fitted the proton-Roper EM transition form factors [15] to the experimental results for helicity amplitudes [16, 17] , using a modiffied dipole parametrization (labeled FF1). The Roper EM data have large error bars and it is possible to accommodate quite different functional forms and values for these FF. Thus, we shall consider other different models for the vector form factors: the constituent quark model of Meyer et al. [18] (FF2), the parametrizations of Lalakulich et al. [19] (FF3) and finally the predictions of the recent MAID [20] analysis (FF4).
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 2 , we present results for the cross section for the process νn → µ − pπ + π − . We show separately the contribution of the background terms as well as the contribution of the Roper resonance as calculated by using the various form factors described above. The interference between background and the Roper contribution is not shown. We see that the background terms dominate the cross section for neutrino energies E ν > 0.7 GeV. At lower energies the contribution from the Roper could be larger or smaller than the background depending upon the vector form factors used for the W + N N * transition. The differences in the predictions for the cross sections using the various parametrizations could reach a factor two. The Roper contribution is specially sensitive to F V * 2 (q 2 ) which is negative in contrast to the positive value which one gets in the case of the nucleon.
We present the results for the cross section for the νn → µ − pπ + π − channel in left panel of Fig. 3 and for the channel νp → µ − nπ + π + in the right hand panel. The phase space for these results was restricted following a suggestion by Adjei et al. [13] . We show our results for the first channel with only background terms and with the full model evaluated using the set FF1 of nucleon-Roper transition form factors. Other sets give a similar result in this case. Even in this kinematic region, the theoretical results including the resonance contribution are lower than the experiment. For the second channel there are no contributions from the N * (1440) resonance. 
